
FREE ONLINE WRITERS BLOGS

Nine of the best free blog sites to consider in 1. WordPress It's super simple to use â€“ you pretty much just sign up and
start writing. But the Tumblr is one of the original free blogging sites on the web. It's just a bit.

It is a free platform and can be downloaded from here , but you need to build the site mostly by yourself
afterward. The footer and the logo can be edited the same way. WordPress www. Weebly is another website
builder that you can use not only to blog but also to sell products or showcase your portfolio. Tumblr is one of
the original free blogging sites on the web. You can make categories that appear on your blog menu and create
hashtags for any blog post. Share your posts Create Your Own Blog Create a Blog Worth Sharing Bring your
ideas to life by writing and managing your blog whenever inspiration strikes, on your desktop or on the go.
This website contains several tools to help you either get started or keep going in your writing. Near the editor
screen, there is a sidebar with settings, where you can choose your preferences. They also have some articles
and information on improving your writing craft itself. You have full control over your writingâ€”only other
members can read it. On the free plan, you get five custom pages, a Weebly subdomain, MB storage, and ad
spaces. Do you belong to a writing community? Find out how to build a content strategy and get tips to
establish stronger ties with your readers. After you check these options, your site is automatically created
based on your picks. While you can find some free WordPress hosting, a better long-term strategy is to pay a
moderate amount for standard WordPress hosting. The first tab is the classic texting window per se, then you
need to switch tabs to select the post categories, tags, date, meta description, keywords etc. Text, picture,
buttonâ€¦ the order is up to you. Ask a question, and it'll almost certainly get answered without a lot of
Twitter's trademark snark. Read this post for more on the difference between WordPress. Which one sounds
like the best solution for you? The Jimdo interface: Ready to launch a blog with these free blog sites? That,
plus: you do not need a blog of a high complexity. Free Web Hosting Get secure and reliable web hosting
when you publish your blog on Wix. Win cash in free writing contests. She Writes With over 30, members,
this is the largest writing community exclusively for women. But the downside is that all your content is on
Medium. He also offers a list of writing tools to help you learn how to write a book. Read this post for more
on the differences between WordPress and Medium. This means that you need to go to every content box on a
live page and edit it on the spot, without being redirected to another page. The interface at Blogger: 7. Perfect
for: women writers who want a place to connect and learn from fellow writers. We give out hundreds in cash
and prizes each month! What do you think?


